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When you're are picking out your cake toppers for wedding cakes you should make a decision on
whether you will want serious and traditional topper of if you have the kind of personality which will
lend the more whimsical style of topper for your wedding cake. Keep in mind that the wedding cake
is definitely the center of attention at your evening reception.

People that know you and your bride are whimsical naturally will probably be happy if you break with
tradition and set an adorable and humorous cake topper on the cake. They'll discuss the
uniqueness of your cake toppers for wedding cakes at your wedding. They will discuss the way the
both of you were brave enough to break away from the more traditional types of toppers.

When you are shopping for cake toppers, it is possible to let the baker of the cake know that you
want something that will be memorable and not quite so traditional. The baker will discuss the
various choices you may make or even discuss having your cake toppers for the wedding custom
made.

If you go with a customized topper, you will want to be able to draw out precisely what you would
like. You will need to discuss what material the topper is going to be made from and whether or not
what you have in mind is within the capabilities of the baker and cake designer.

More often than not it is the bride that picks out exactly what the wedding cake will look like when
finished. It will likely be up to her to decide exactly what kind of cake toppers for wedding cakes is
going to be appropriate for the wedding.

Even if the wife chooses a very traditional cake topper, the groom could choose a second wedding
cake that applies more to the more humorous nature from the couple. By doing this the couple can
share the importance of the day even if it means having some fun having a secondary wedding cake.

The best idea is for the prospective bride and groom to get together to select the nature of the cake
toppers for wedding cakes as it pertains to their particular wedding. I've come across a wedding with
three wedding cakes so the couple could have a pleasant traditional center cake with a traditional
topper. Both the smaller wedding cakes were the whimsical kind of cakes.

The many guests that attended the reception talked and talked about the originality of the three
cake wedding party. Although it was the center classical cake that was first cut into for all of the
wedding photos, it was both the side cakes that showed by far the most popularity. In this particular
case the center cake was a simple white cake with white icing and a traditional groom and bride
topper. The side cakes were all of their own style. One was a rich chocolate cake and the other was
a strawberry cake which is difficult to say which was the more popular.
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DJ Willis - About Author:
Preparing for your wedding day can be so much fun especially when you plan for bridesmaid tank
tops and wedding a cake toppers.  a Monogram cake toppers make for a very good type of cake
topper. Make sure you have the right bridal shoes and honeymoon bikini.
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